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“As many of you reading this may know, ‘An Adventure in Space and Time’ has been the summation of a long-held dream of mine to tell the story of the birth-pangs of ‘Doctor Who’. I first began serious work on the project thirteen years ago when the hugely popular new incarnation of the show seemed an impossible dream. That ‘Doctor Who’ is now back where it belongs and celebrating its 50th anniversary in such style is a testament to the amazing men and women who set out to create a bit of tea-time telly and instead created magic.

Making ‘Adventure’ was a wonderful experience. The whole team were absolutely dedicated to the project, going the extra mile (or parsec) to create that smoggy early 60s world where so much seemed (and was) suddenly possible. And none more so than Edmund Butt whose gorgeous score is one of the highlights of the film. The main theme was quite a puzzle for a while. I didn’t want it to be too ‘Doctor Who-y’ as this would send out the wrong message. Too sombre and it would start things out on too downbeat a note. I asked Ed to think about a waltz theme. Something slightly off-kilter which would give a hint of “the whirligig of time” - the frantic merry-go-round which picked up William Hartnell, span him on to dizzying success and promptly plonked him down again. It fits the film perfectly as does the rest of Ed’s score, by turns lyrical and jaunty and ultimately profoundly moving.

I’ve been completely overwhelmed by the response to the film. It was a very special project from the outset and I know Ed’s soundtrack will continue to thrill and delight for, well, the rest of space and time...”

MARK GATISS
London, December 2013
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